FAASA workshop: Saturday July 14, 10 am—4 pm

Workshop:
Mari Garcia is a consulting
astrologer, writer and educator. She completed formal
astrological studies with Astro Logos and received the
Practitioner’s Certificate
from the FAA in 1995 and
was awarded the Alan
Johnson Gold Medal. She
studied Medieval Astrology
with Robert Zoller and has
lectured at the FAA biannual conferences, at UAC
and on-line at the International Breaking Down the
Borders Conference.
Mari’s published work includes Scala Coeli: A Ladder to Heaven – A Collection of Astrological Essays, An Ancient Art in the
Modern World:Australis 97
Congress papers, The Book
of Notable Births, Astro
Mundi Astrology Primers, and the Traditional
Astrology Glossary of
Terms. She writes regularly
for local, national and international publications. Her
interests include mundane
and political astrology, mythology and traditional astrology and the research
and application of traditional
techniques in a modern setting. She runs a consulting
practice and is co-principal
of ASTRO MUNDI. For
more information visit
www.astromundi.com

Archetypes and
Addictions
Mari Garcia
The notion of addictions is not confined to substances but can
also be applied to addictive behaviour patterns. Individuals
can be engulfed by obsessions, which can be detrimental. Uncovering and understanding the underlying archetype in these
behaviours can be a powerful tonic. This workshop will explore Pluto’s influence with the personal planets as a signature of obsession and addiction in the individual. We will also
focus on the key issues underpinning these combinations and
the possible ways in which they can be realised, released and
integrated.
Saturday July 14th, 10 am – 4 pm, TS Rooms behind New Dimensions Bookshop, 310 South Tce Adelaide
Members $70, Concession members $60, Non-members $90
Pay by cash at the door, or by EFT with email to treasurer@faasa.com.au
ANZ, BSB 015 367, Acct no 499070824, Acct name FAASA Inc
Bookings: treasurer@faasa.com.au or phone Cate on 8557 7417

